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S. Mukamel: Looking for quantum effects in chemistry and biology is like looking for a gamblering in Casablanca. 
They are everywhere and we need to narrow down the discussion in order to be specific, as Graham already 
mentioned. We all know that electronic transfer is a quantum process but we are not talking about electronic 
structure; we are assuming that the electrons have been solved, we have our potential surfaces and quantum effects 
we are talking about are things that are beyond that. It has to do with quantum dynamics. As a contrary to that, if we 
look at quantum beats it is not necessarily a quantum effect because if you have two coupled oscillators they also 
show oscillation; so even the terminology here is somewhat misleading.  
We need to identify and to define precisely what we mean about that. Now regarding the point that Graham just 
strengthened about the single molecule versus the ensemble these are really very important issues. To my opinion it 
is not clear that we need to understand what the individual molecule does in order to understand the ensemble. There 
is a level of description at a level of the ensemble that is adequate. If we do single molecule spectroscopy, in fact we 
can really reveal what is going on within individual molecules. One point that is interesting is that both single 
molecule spectroscopy and multidimensional spectroscopy can both be interpreted into ensembles of trajectories. If I 
do an ordinary measurement, I measure the ensemble  current state of the system. But when we do single molecules 
we look at individual trajectories and we ensemble them. Whereas, when we do the multidimensional signals and we 
look at multiple times, we are also looking at properties of this ensemble of trajectories. In a way there are some 
points of connections between them.  
So in terms of defining what are quantum effects, the obvious thing is to use Feynman’s definition that if we have a 
few pathways and they interfere, this is a quantum effect. Then we can look for phenomena that require only a few 
pathways. In traditional chemical dynamics calculations, people are used to doing ħ expansions, and by doing that 
you can classify. You cannot get phenomena that are generally quantum like tunneling, but by ħ expansions, you get 
corrections to classical effects. One thing that has been done, broadly, is when you look at spectral densities and you 
want to calculate them somehow it is possible to do it for harmonic systems at any temperature or for anharmonic 
systems at high temperatures. But how to do it for anharmonic systems at any temperature this is still an open 
question and many approximations have been developed.  
We are going to discuss a lot in this symposium about transport and about applications like long range electron 
transfer and photosynthesis. The density matrix gives us a framework that looks natural to discuss quantum effects 
because we have populations and coherences. But even then it is not unique because the density matrix is basis 
dependent and so it can transform populations to coherences. So one person’s coherence, is other’s population. For 
example, if I go to the exciton basis versus the local basis. So I give them some ambiguity here that needs to be 
addressed. Because of the fact that this field combines people from different disciplines, including people who are 
coming from the quantum information, there are some new terminologies that are often duplicates that have been 
done in the other disciplines. E.g. I would like to mention two concepts that are widely used.  
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The first is the concept of decoherence and many people are strongly believing that decoherence is something 
fundamentally different than dephasing. To my opinion, this is not the case, these are two different descriptions of 
the same phenomena.  One could learn a lot by looking at the original work of Fano and the PhD thesis of Phil 
Anderson, which was about pressure broadening. Pressure broadening is the simplest model of dephasing, and if you 
describe the bath classically, then you look at it like the energy levels are fluctuating and then you get your 
dephasing. However, if you treat the bath quantum mechanically, you can look at it as an entanglement between the 
molecule and the perturber. To my opinion there is no fundamental difference between dephasing and decoherence –
but I am sure there are many opinions about that. The same thing about entanglement versus correlation, but here it 
is more subtle. Correlation could be a classical effect whereas entanglement in the pure sense is defined as the 
quantum part of the correlation. So, I think we are going to discuss all of these issues and see different applications 
of them during this week. I would like to invite you to comment about issues that you think that are important to 
discuss.  
 
R. Harris:  Part A: I do agree with you totally about the equivalence of dephasing and decoherence and I suggest 
that someone reads the February issue of Phys. Rev. Letters (2010) and in Physics Today Letters a comment on that.  
Part B: It seems to me a very clear experiment has been done and maybe generalizable to deal with this entire issue 
of quantum mechanics and entanglement versus other things, mainly Bell’s theorem and quantum teleportation. 
Quantum teleportation can only occur if there are coherent superpositions that are entangled and so that is my 
comment. 
 
M. Robb:  I would like to pick up on one point that Graham made. I am a chemist so I always want to know what 
the electrons and the nuclei are doing. In your talk you are describing what the electrons and nuclei are doing 
implicitly. In the simulations you use an excitonic model where all that info seems to have gone because you are 
explicitly using nuclear wavepacket dynamics, there is no mention of a potential surface so I can’t go back and try to 
understand what is controlling this motion on the potential energy surface or from the electronic structure point of 
view.  
  
G. Fleming:  There is a Hamiltonian that is built into those calculations which generates the potential surface for 
you. It’s called the electronic piece and the electron nuclear coupling piece. 
 
M. Robb:  In the Hamiltonian you had J parameters which were transition dipoles. 
 
G. Fleming: Yes, they are the coupling between the sites that produce the excitons. 
 
M. Robb:  But that is not telling me anything in particular about the potential energy surface and the nature of the 
interactions between those chromophores. 
 
G. Fleming:  We actually get that from electronic structure calculations by calculating the Coulomb coupling 
between the individual components, by calculating the interaction between the transition densities so that we think 
we know how to do and that goes in at the beginning. So we do stop with electronic structures left out, there is no 
explicit potential surface. The displacements here are extremely small so it is not like we are moving large distances 
in nuclear coordinate space. We are really moving in electronic energy space and that is somewhat different from 
the kinds of things that you calculate when you go to conical intersection and there is a large geometry change in the 
whole system. That is not the situation here. There are very small nuclear changes in equilibrium position between 
all of those states.  
 
S. Mukamel:  Basically what Graham is saying is that you use an effective Hamiltonian; this is like the adequate 
level to describe it to get a simple picture and you don’t go to the bottom to the very fundamental of what individual 
electrons and nuclei do.  
 
G. Fleming:  That would be very interesting, if we could couple the quantum calculations with the real molecular 
dynamics for example then you would be a lot closer to a kind of description that you are talking about. 
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G. Lanzani:  I would like to go back to your system of energy transfer between 1, 2 and 3 where there was the 
uphill transfer, 1 to 2. If you think in terms of steady state excitons coming from the coupling between 1 and 2, you 
may get the lower energy state due to this dimer Kasha molecular exciton and then you don’t need to assume any 
uphill transfer you just go to this new exciton state and you go down.  
 
G. Fleming:  It is too far, spatially, it is a combination of space and energy. 
 
G. Lanzani:  If 1 and 2 make an exciton, a molecular Kasha style exciton, then you have a new state probably 
below 1 which accepts the energy from the base plate and then there will still be coupled to 3 because it has a mixed 
wavefunction. 
 
G. Fleming:  Yes, I agree that is another way of saying the same thing.  
 
R. Cogdell:  That does not mean they are equivalent?  
 
G. Fleming:  The amplitude of 2 in the upper state is still very large because the energy gap here is something like 
150 wavenumbers, significantly bigger than the coupling so it is still mostly, even at the largest coupling, it is still 
mostly 2 up here, and a tiny little bit of 1. Maybe we can ask Aki after lunch who did the calculation to take us 
through this? I never found this an intuitive result. 
 
R. van Grondelle:  First of all I like the statement, the conclusion, that coherence is destroyed and generated all the 
time. It is intuitively right. It is nice to sort out whether or not it is the underlying reason for seeing the effects that 
we see. My question is: I always thought that you see the long-lived coherence simply because of weak electron-
phonon coupling. You stated earlier this cannot be the only reason. Why? 
  
G. Fleming:  It could be the whole reason but it doesn’t seem to be because the degree of mixing the U-gap which 
produces some correlation in the fluctuations simply because the states get each other’s character, if you like, in the 
mixing process, does not produce the magnitude of the correlation that we saw was necessary to explain our 
experimental result. It was almost perfect correlation in that experiment that we did on the reaction center and there 
is not enough mixing to get that much so you have to think that the fluctuations themselves are actually correlated. 
That was our conclusion from that experiment. The coupling can be very weak but of course if it is too weak nothing 
will happen and you won’t have very fast transport either, because you will be on the rising site of this curve which 
takes you from nothing happening because it is completely coherent to nothing happening because you are stuck 
where you started.  
 
R. van Grondelle:  We discussed two days ago with Vladimir Novoderezhkin. We have modeled a lot of energy 
transfer processes in LHCII quantitatively, not just modeled, quantitative description of lots of experiments, and in 
these models the coherence is not explicitly in… it is basically a modified Redfield model where you have only 
populations, no coherences. It accurately describes the dynamics both in the complexes studied by Greg Scholes, the 
LHCII and in FMO. Apparently those coherences are there, I totally agree. Do you really need these correlated 
fluctuations to generate the efficient energy transfer?  
 
G. Fleming:  I think you do. This is another point of confusion that has muddied the literature. Both modified 
Redfield theory and the ordinary Redfield theory, with or without the secular approximation, gives the wrong 
answer to the physical problem you are trying to solve.  It is just wrong and therefore you should not use it. It gives 
rates that are too large so these arguments about whether coherence actually leads to faster transport can get very 
confusing because if your reference point is an incorrect theory which is overpredicting the rate, you get an answer 
that doesn’t sound right. You get a slower rate when you do it correctly. Those theories are not giving a correct 
solution to the problem you set up and they are giving rates that are too large. Redfield theory is accurate only in the 
limit of the tiniest electron-phonon coupling. After that it just gives the wrong answer. I said that in front of Mr. 
Redfield not so long ago and he came up to me and he said, “Do you remember me? Do you know who I am? I wish 
you would call it perturbation theory and not Redfield theory”. He was not disagreeing with my conclusions, 
however. So that’s my response. Yes, of course you can get rates that generally give you the right magnitude 
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because none of us really know the parameters to put in very precisely.  But I would say that those methods are not 
correct and therefore you can’t really form profound physical conclusions from the fact that you can fit the data. 
 
R. Marcus:  I would like to make a couple of comments. One is on this question of J values and the significance to 
chemists. If there is an analogy to electron transfer matrix elements, then if one has worked with them for a while, as 
many people have, then one develops sort of an intuition. Oh yes this matrix element is small, these things are far 
apart, and in fact one even has approximate rule for how these matrix elements vary with distance and so on. So, in a 
way it may be a matter of familiarity of working with them. But I’d like really to speak more about a different topic 
that was raised, namely this question of single molecules studies. I am not sure how well it is appreciated but single 
molecule studies and ensemble studies, are really complementary. And you see that statement in the literature and I 
think correctly, a lot. For example, it is well known that single molecules studies reveal details that have not been 
accessible in ensemble studies. This is amply demonstrated in many areas now. But also, what is less emphasized is 
that ensemble studies tell you things that single molecules studies don’t. I mean, specifically, if you follow a single 
molecule study, then the accuracy really goes down at long times. And, yet for a phenomenon such as 
photochemical yield and so on, those long times may be the most important. One can see that in the following way. 
Some of these single molecule studies obey a power law as far as decay. Sometimes say like 1/t3/2. If you integrate 
that once to get a survival probability as you should, you get 1/t½. If you integrate that again to get a total intensity 
emitted, then you get a t½. In other words larger times become the most important things and in fact those are the 
times that are not seen that clearly in some single molecule experiments. So, the main thing to emphasize is that 
these things are really complementary types of information.  
 
G. Fleming:  I agree with that. 
 
Y. Tanimura: About the prediction of the entanglement, the best way is then to think about multidimensional 
spectroscopy. For instance you showed the ensemble of the 500 to 1000 harmonic oscillators. Suppose that there is 
dephasing, if you calculate the photon echo signal, you have a very clear photon echo, right? Then I have a 
suggestion, now you are working on third order response can’t you have fifth order or seventh order? 
 
G. Fleming:  Yes probably. 
 
Y. Tanimura:  Then probably you can see that even the form of the correlation, J(ω). It is more sensitive. 
 
G. Fleming:  There is history here. Shaul suggested a fifth order experiment that made mine and Dwayne’s life a 
misery for how many years Dwayne? Seven? Nine? But it was a non-resonant experiment. These are resonant, so I 
think that’s probably okay.  
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller:  Thinking of photon echo experiment and looking at quantum decoherence, what is suprising 
in these experiments is this long lived decoherence. So, do we really know what we are talking about? We borrowed 
stuff from NMR with pure 2 level quantum systems.  We have done some experiments. When you change state 
preparation, some are more coupled to the bath than others and we find with 2D spectrum that we can manipulate it 
and that we can control or see changes in what we call quantum decoherence. We report quantum decoherence as a 
lifetime. There really has to be state preparation defined for these complex systems. The other thing is that in these 
systems that there are certain Franck Condon modes that are wired up to give you selectivity. In the 2D spectra there 
is a lot of information. A paradox of data is on the diagonal. If you take the antidiagonal, that’s the homogeneous 
linewidth and that should be the decoherence. It still looks short. Even in these systems where you see long range 
beating, if you take the slice that you would say okay that is the homogeneous line width and that is the decoherence 
time, it would still report to you and say this is really short. What I am wondering is what is the amplitude of the off 
diagonal coupling elements? Maybe not all molecules show the same effect. There is a distribution. Some are 
strongly coupled, some are not. The cross section of the antidiagonal, if it is a long lived coherence and it is beating 
a quantum decoherence, that should narrow.  Have you seen those kinds of effects? 
 
G. Fleming:  Dwayne has said a lot of things let me go through. I totally agree that what you see is related to what 
you do. Sometimes in the discussion this has got confused with how does the thing work? So, I think, we are in 
complete agreement there. Your next question was? 
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R.J. Dwayne Miller:  You are used to thinking 10 to a 100 femtosecond decoherence and now this state is beating. 
So if you look at the 2D spectrum, the anti-diagonal is the that homogenous line width that you would connect to the 
decoherence. What is the amplitude of the off-diagonal signal? Do you see it narrowing? 
 
G. Fleming:  If Bob Silbey was here he would say to me Graham you always talk about fluctuations in the energy 
levels and you never talk about fluctuations in the couplings. You have to consider both of those. This is in his paper 
if you look at it, on the conference website. If we can use these spectroscopic methods to learn about fluctuations on 
the coupling too, then that would be a real step forward.  
 
K. Nelson:  I’ll just throw a few things out as quickly as I can. First the detail of the uphill jump between two states. 
The important issue is, in the lower of the two coupled states, do you have enough character of the higher site that 
you do not need the upper of the 2 in order to get to 3.  I assume the answer is no, you really need to go up.   
 
G. Fleming:  No, you have to go up. Yes, this is what I tried to say. You said it more clearly.  
 
K. Nelson:  Next, the issue of single molecules experiments. Of course these shed light when you have 
inhomogeneity, especially static inhomogeneity, between molecules or amongst particles that you might want to see 
behaving differently. In your case, it seems to me what you are really after are single trajectory measurements which 
of course are much harder than this and this is really the point, I think, that Shaul was making. Of course, if you do a 
time averaging over many measurements of the same molecule then in this situation where static inhomogeneities is 
probably not a very important issue, it may not really be very illuminating.  
 
G. Fleming:  Yes and no. I think trajectory is a good word for what I am talking about but because the bath has a 
finite timescale, it is intrinsically inhomogeneous on these timescales.  The correlation function is Gaussian at the 
beginning. That means the same thing. So you have this level of inhomogeneity simply because of the finite 
timescale of the environment response.  
 
K. Nelson:  But physically are you talking about overall protein conformations that do this. After all, from one 
repetition of a single molecules experiment to the next repetition, ...   
 
G. Fleming:  No. My bath is still in thermal equilibrium when it starts. So it means, if I think of it as a set of 
harmonic oscillators, they are in different quantum states; they are in a distribution of quantum states. 
 
K. Nelson:  And you say these persist for long enough to do a single molecule experiment. 
 
G. Fleming:  Yes, and the relaxation between them is long compared to the timescale I am talking about. So it is 
inhomogeneous. We do not include that in our models. Except that is included in Aki’s approach. 
 
